Videotec is launching NVX, an IP FULL HD super low-light camera with high corrosion resistance. This camera incorporates the DELUX imaging and encoding technology for recording incredibly clear colour video day or night. Its extremely sensitive light sensor works with the DELUX technology to provide high colour rendering and maximum noise reduction in very low light conditions of 0.006 lux, or 0.0006 lux in black and white.

Video images can be transmitted via network with H.264/AVC, MPEG4, MJPEG or JPEG compression, and it’s possible to have up to 3 simultaneous and independent Full HD video streams. The NVX external housing is made entirely from AISI316L stainless steel and has a compact and lightweight design that, along with the rapid connectors, helps installation and
Exceptional corrosion resistance

The wiper and the modular bracket for wall/ceiling/parapet mounting come standard. NVX has exceptional corrosion resistance, a wide operational temperature range and IP66/IP67/IP68/IP69 protection. These features mean it is well suited to marine and industrial areas; such as the food industry and rail and motorway tunnels applications.
The growth of the mobile access card market in 2020

The emergence of smartphones using iOS and Android is rapidly changing the landscape of the IT industry around the world. Several industries...

The digital transformation of access control solutions

The safeguarding of premises through the monitoring of entrance and exit points has traditionally been a very manual aspect of security. Hum...

The increased role of video surveillance technology in our changing en...

Today's environment has evolved into something that according to some may seem unexplainable. But in the context of video surveillance...

Videotec launches day/night thermal camera PTZ MPXR SERIES2

Videotec has knowledge in creating indestructible products for external use. As a result, the new SERIES2 range offers advanced technology a...
Which technologies will disrupt the security industry in the second half...

The first half of 2020 has been full of surprises, to say the least, and many of them directly impacted the physical security market. The CO...